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Abstract — Ready Mixed Concrete Delivery Problem (RMCDP) is a real life combinatorial optimization problem. The difficulty of 
the RMCDP stems mainly from the zero RMC inventory it has due to the perishable nature of the product which makes the 
objective of the delivery operation adheres to strict time and capacity constraints. In RMCDP, there is a need to predetermine the 
sites-trips assignments according to the problem objective and the available resources in a feasible and optimal way. In this paper, 
we developed a mathematical model of the problem and provide a heuristic approach for simulating and optimizing the RMCDP. 
The main objective of our solution is to maximize the number of sites to be serviced by minimizing both of the resource-assignment 
to each site and the truck waiting time at the depot. The experimental results show the algorithm ability to design solutions with 
high feasibility rate and low time complexity. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 
 
Ready Mixed Concrete (RMC) is a perishable product 

widely used in construction sites. To deliver this product to 
work sites, the RMC factory uses a fleet of trucks. In 
general, this delivery process is not carried out in an 
optimum way while optimizing the fleet operations can raise 
dramatically the profit margin for any firm in this industry. 
In the US, the revenue of RMC product in 2014 is estimated 
at $30 billion and it consumes about 75% of the cement 
shipped in the country [1]. It is estimated that there are 
about 5,500 Concrete Batch Plants (CBP) that produce the 
RMC and about 65,292 ready mixed concrete mixer trucks 
that deliver it to job sites. 

In the RMC Delivery Problem (RMCDP) with single 
depot, which is our case of study, the RMC ingredients (e.g. 
cement, water, and aggregates) are mixed in the CBP and 
loaded to a number of trucks in order to haul the product to 
job sites. Because of the perishable nature of the RMC, the 
CBPs are located within a distance that has a travelling time 
not exceeding the product initial setting time from the depot 
to each serviced site. Therefore; the lagging time between 
every two consecutive deliveries per site must not exceed 
that time in order to guarantee proper bonding between the 
delivered concrete layers and avoid the occurrence of the 
concrete cold joints which are generated when the delivered 
concrete reaches its initial setting time before the next 
delivery trip arrived at the site. This time constraint between 
the consecutive trips per site makes the problem need an 
effective truck dispatching algorithm. Such an algorithm is 
important to find a feasible solution in the huge solution 
space that the problem has. Therefore, determining the best 
sequence of trips to destination sites while maintaining the 

problem constraints and satisfying the desired objective is 
our main focus. 

The domain of delivery problem can be classified into 
two sub-domains. The first sub-domain addresses the multi-
trip per destination category (e.g. RMCDP), and the second 
one addresses the multi- destination per trip category (e.g. 
TSP). Therefore, in RMCDP, the site−trip relation becomes 
one-to-many rather than many-to-one relation as in the 
standard vehicle routing and scheduling problems due to the 
large sites demands comparing with the limited production 
and truck capacity. 

The RMC delivery process may have a domain of 
objectives ranging from achieving efficient operation to 
minimizing the operational cost. In this paper, we consider 
multiple correlated objectives of the problem that have a 
high degree of dependency. The main objective in this paper 
is to maximize the number of sites that can be served by a 
depot. This objective stipulates minimizing the number of 
the trucks that can be used to service each site which is the 
task that is associated with the challenge of finding the 
minimum waiting time of the trucks at the depot. Therefore, 
an analysis of the problem from that prospective is given in 
the paper, followed by the proposed solution algorithm, 
named Priority algorithm that is based on the heuristic 
approach to design the best possible sequence of trips that 
can satisfy the desired objective. Our proposed algorithm 
provides efficient truck dispatching solution for the single 
depot RMCDP. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, a related work review for current approaches. The 
problem definition, theoretical work and proposed solution 
are discussed in Section III and IV. The implementation and 
results are shown in Section V, and the conclusion is 
presented in Section VI. 
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II.    RELATED WORK 
 
Operation research area, in which the RMCDP can be 

classified as sub-area, has received intensive research work 
for its direct impact on optimizing the services provided by 
the logistics and transportation systems [2]. One main 
category in the operation research area is the so called 
Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems (VRSP), in 
which many approaches have been adopted to find an exact 
or near optimal solutions for problems associated with that 
category [3]. However, the exact methods often perform 
poorly when the size of the problem instance increases and 
results an average or large solution space [4]. Therefore, 
alignment for the near-optimum approach has been 
proposed as a successful alternative for its high feasibility 
and low time complexity [5]. 

Despite the importance of the RMCDP as a logistical 
problem, it has received few studies compare to the other 
VRSPs. Among the reasons causes this studies limitation, 
there is the dynamic characteristic of the problem that 
makes it hard to model, in addition to the huge solution 
space of the problem and the low feasibility percentage of 
that space due to the multiple constraints that the problem 
has. Therefore, many of the used techniques in RMCDP are 
based on the solution space searching methodologies to find 
a feasible solution, while the rest techniques tried to 
allocated a feasible region in that space. Heuristic and 
metaheuristic techniques constitute the main algorithm 
design solutions in the near-optimum approach, and both 
have shown a good performance and feasible results in 
solving the VRSPs in general, and the RMCDP in particular. 

For the RMCDP, many of the proposed approaches 
adopted evolutionary algorithms as random searching 
methodologies to find feasible solutions in the problem 
solution space. Among these evolutionary algorithms, 
genetic algorithm was used frequently as in [6] and [7] to 
solve the problem with the objective of minimizing the 
trucks idling time at the sites, which is the objective that has 
been used widely in the literature. Combining genetic 
algorithm with the simulation technique was also used to 
optimize the delivery schedule more efficiently [8]. Other 
similar techniques have been adopted for the same objective 
are particle swarm optimization as in [9], bee colony 
optimization [10]-[11], and ant colony optimization [12]. 
Another different approach which is based on allocating 
feasible regions in the solution space is given in [13] by 
developing a time-space network flow model to solve the 
RMC delivery problem. 

These two mentioned approaches have been widely used 
in the literature to find feasible solutions. However, almost 
all of the evolutionary techniques used in the RMCDP have 
a high level of similarity in their basic ideas and as a result 
they share almost the same level of the design complexity 
and a high probability to be trapped by local optimal 
solutions, in addition to their average running time cost 
which make the problem is still open and calls for more 
optimization. In linear programming approach and its 
similar techniques [14], the optimality of the solution is 

higher than the evolutionary methods in case of properly 
formulating the solution model, which actually is the 
challenge in this approach for the big number of parameters 
in use and the solution sensitivity to the parameters setting 
which results in bringing over-complexity to the solution 
and high running time cost. Therefore, we adopted the 
heuristic approach in our previous work [15] and in this 
extended version for its optimality, and low design and time 
complexity. 

 
 

III.    RMC DELIVERY PROBLEM 
 
The RMC delivery operation consists of four main 

processes as shown in Fig. 1. In the loading process, The 
CBP in the depot mixes the product ingredients in a certain 
time depends on the CBP productivity before discharging 
the product in the truck drum in order to haul the product to 
the construction site. After the truck reaches the site, it 
unloads the product in the displacement point at the job site 
before returning back to the depot to start a new trip. 
Therefore, the total trip is represented by a cycle such that 
each trip starts and ends at the depot side. This operational 
cycle runs till all the demands of the sites are satisfied. 

The challenge in the delivery process to each site is that 
it is restricted by the RMC initial setting time which can 
cause the concrete to generate the well-known cold joints. 
Therefore, this initial time is considered as the threshold 
value in determining not only the selection of the sites to be 
serviced based on their travelling distance, but also the 
maximum time lagging interval between any two 
consecutive trips for the same site.  

 

Figure 1: Depot-Site delivery flow diagram represents the trip main 
processes. 

 
The problem of RMCDP with a single depot and 

homogeneous fleet can be defined as follows: In the single 
depot RMCDP, we are given a set of n sites, each site i ∈ 
{1,..,n} has an accessible distance from the depot di, and a 
demand that needs to be satisfied by a sequence of trips ki 

using a fleet of homogeneous trucks each of capacity Q and 
average speed vi such that Q < . Each trip is assigned to 
exactly one site by using exactly one truck, and the time 
lagging between any consecutive trips kij and kij+1 for site i 
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must not exceed the product initial setting time T such that 
the trips starting time . The main task is to 
find the best feasible sequence of trips K that satisfies the 
RMCDP constraints and meets the objective function. 

An important difference between the RMCDP and the 
other vehicle routing and scheduling classes, is the limited 
number of the serviced destinations compares to the other 
vehicle routing problems, but this reduction in the total 
number of sites n meets with an increasing number of the 
trips needed for each site due to the limitation in the truck 
capacity Q with respect to the site demand qi such that Q < 
qi for each i ∈ {1,..,n}, the number of trips for each site can 
be given as follows: 

 

  (1) 

 
where is the number of trips per site i. Therefore, the 

hardness of this problem stems mainly from its constraints, 
that is, the increasing in the number of trips per site results 
in increasing in the problem solution space, while the 
decreasing in the feasibility regions in that space is due to 
the time constraint imposed between the trips, which makes 
a problem instance of average size may have a huge solution 
space, this solution space which is given in [7] can be 
represented according to our notations as follows:  

 

                                            (2) 

 
where Ks represents the total solution space for some 

problem instance I, n is the number of accessible sites to be 
serviced, and |ki| is the number of trips that are needed to 
satisfy the demand of site i. The performance of any feasible 
scheduling solution in the RMCDP depends mainly on the 
sequence of trips in use and to what extent it can meet the 
objective function. Such a sequence is nothing but a 
possible permutation from the solution space. Therefore, 
designing an algorithm that can find the feasible regions in 
the solution space is the main challenge that needs to be 
tackled. This challenge is best evident from the huge 
solution space needs to be scanned in case we address a 
problem instance has an average number of sites each has 
multiple trips per site.    For example, a problem instance of 
five sites with five trips per site can produce a total solution 
space of more than 600 trillion different dispatching 
scenarios; some of them can be feasible. The exact solution 
techniques may consume in this average instance size of the 
problem a considerable amount of running time to solve one 
day delivery scheduling task which makes the exact 

methods impractical. Therefore, adopting a near-exact 
solution based on a heuristic approach and dynamic 
programming technique is a reasonable alternative. The 
advantage of this solution approach is that it can give a near 
optimum solution in polynomial time which decreases the 
time complexity of the exact solution and guarantees finding 
feasible sequences of trips satisfy the desired objective. 

The objective function for minimizing the trucks waiting 
time during the product loading phase at the depot can be 
stated as follows: 

  (3) 

 

where  is the trip duration of site i, Lt is the loading 
time at the depot, Ui   is product unloading time at the site i, 
and |ki| is the number of trips needed to satisfy the demand 
of site i. We assume in (3) that the truck hauling time to the 
site i, which is represented by   is close to the returning 
time, that is, the difference between them is neglected and 
the fraction in the equation is doubled to represent both 
travelling times. 

The proposed objective function in (4) can achieve more 
efficient operational management that has less overhead cost 
for minimizing the trucks total idling time cost. As we 
mentioned before, assigning the minimum number of trucks 
to each serviced site is the main reason behind defining the 
objective function in (4), and both constitute the base to find 
a feasible solution of the maximum number of sites that can 
be serviced by an accessible depot. In order to achieve this 
target, a new algorithm that combines heuristics with 
dynamic programming is proposed and is referred to as 
Priority algorithm. 

 
 

IV.    PRIORITY ALGORITHM 
 
Designing heuristic algorithms to solve practical 

optimization problems is proved to be the most likely 
successful alternative. The advantage of this approach 
emerged from its ability to allocate the feasible regions in 
the solution space based on analyzing the main problem 
characteristics which results a solution technique that is 
better than the exact solution in its low time complexity.  
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In this paper, we deploy this advantage in designing our 
heuristic algorithm to solve the RMCDP scheduling problem 
as follows: 

 
 Algorithm 1 Priority Algorithm 

1:  procedure PRIORITY () 
   2:        MinWaitTime ← φ 

3: for each instance Seqn ∈ (n)! do 
4: SeqWait ← 0 
5: for i:= 1 to (n) do 
6: for j:= 2 to (|ki|) do 
7: 
8: 

ks
ij ← EmptyTimeSlot()  
if (CheckFeasibility()) then 

9: Wt ←  ks
ij –( ks

ij-1 + kt
i) 

10: SeqWait ← SeqWait + Wt 
11: else 
12: SeqWait ← φ 
13: break 
14: end if 
15: end for 
16: end for 
17: if SeqWait < MinWaitTime then 
18: MinWaitTime ← SeqWait 
19: WinnerSeq ← Seqn 
20: end if 
21: end for 
22: return WinnerSeq 
23: end procedure 

 
where n is the number of sites, |ki| is the total number 

oftrips per site i, kij
s is the start time for trip kij for site i, and 

ki
t is the trip time duration. 

The Priority Algorithm principle of design is based on 
the follows: If two trips for two sites share the same loading 
time slot, the priority is given to the farthest site. The 
algorithm distributes the trucks dispatching sequences as in 

line 3 to calculate the waiting time for each sequence of 
trips before considering the feasible solution with the 
minimum truck waiting time at the depot. In Fig. 2, an 
example is given to illustrate the previous concept. 

 
 

V.     IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 
We implemented our priority algorithm in C/C++, using 

Intel 2.3 GHz CPU, and 6 GB RAM under windows 7. 
Because of the absence of a standard testing dataset in the 
RMCDP domain, three different problem instances are 
proposed and used for the evaluation purpose as shown in 
Table I. These instances are inspired from real datasets, for 
example, instance-2 is based on the operational data 
collected in [1]. 

The main simulation parameters in use as shown in Table 
I are the total number of sites to be serviced, the product 
initial setting time, each site demand, the site distance from 
the depot, the depot productivity, the truck capacity and its 
average speed to the site. 

For problem instances 1, the best feasible sequence of 
trips for the instance found by the priority algorithm is ( 3 2 
1 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 ), in which the detailed scheduling of the 
solution is given in Table II and graphically represented in 
Fig. 3. 

 
TABLE I: THE TABLE REPRESENTS THE EXPERIMENT 

PARAMETERS FOR THREE PROBLEM INSTANCES. 

         Parameter    Instance-1 Instance-2 Instance-3 Unit

No. of Sites 3 5 9 -

Site Demand 30,40,40 50∗ 40 m3

RMC Setting Time 90 90 90 min

Truck Capacity 10 10 10 m3

Depot Productivity 60 60 90 m3/h

Truck Speed 60 60 60 Km/h

Site Distance 40,10,5 25,20,15, 25,25,20,20, Km

- - 10,5 15,15,10,5,5 -

* For Instance-2 and 3 the quantity represents each site demand. 

 

Figure 2: An example for illustrating the RMCDP objective of minimizing the idling time at the depot, given 3 sites with 2 deliveries per site and a number 
of 3 trucks where each arc represents a trip. (a) The first sequence of trips (3,2,1,3,2,1) results in making the 3 trucks share the same loading time slot at 
8:50. Waiting time of 10 min for the truck of site 2, and 20 min for the truck of site 1 are reported and resulted in total waiting time of 30 min. (b) Another 
sequence of trips (3,1,2,1,3,2) shows no waiting time at the depot. 
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The solution satisfies the minimum truck waiting time at 
the depot during the product loading phase, where each site 
each site is assigned to a minimum number of trucks for the 
RMC delivery. In instance-1, the algorithm assigned two 
trucks for site-1 because its trip time duration , where 
T is the RMC initial setting time given in Table I. The best 
solution is found after the algorithm created and evaluated 
several feasible solutions as shown in Fig. 4. The optimal 
solution is created by prioritizing the sites according to their 
distances from the depot such that the trip of the farthest site 
has the highest priority. The proposed distance for each site 
in this case of study is given as [40, 10, 5] km for sites [1, 2, 
3] respectively. 

The main advantage of the Priority Algorithm is its 
ability to design a set of solutions can match the feasible 
regions in the solution apace rather than searching that 
space. For example, problem instance-2 has a total solution 
space of 600 trillion possible solutions as given by (2), and  
for  its principle of design, the Priority algorithm is able to 

 

Figure 4: Total feasible solutions found by the algorithm where each bar 
represents the truck waiting time results from the corresponding sequence 
of trips. The sequences are abbreviated by the first three trips of each 
solution. 

TABLE II: THE TABLE REPRESENTS BEST FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
FOUND BY THE PRIORITY ALGORITHM FOR THE PROBLEM 

INSTANCE-1. 

Site Trip Start End Delivery

Site-1 Trip-1 8:30 10:10 10

Site-1 Trip-2 9:20 11:00 20

Site-1 Trip-3 10:10 11:50 30

Site-2 Trip-1 8:20 9:00 10

Site-2 Trip-2 9:00 9:40 20

Site-2 Trip-3 9:40 10:20 30

Site-2 Trip-4 10:20 11:00 40

Site-3 Trip-1 8:10 8:40 10

Site-3 Trip-2 8:40 9:10 20

Site-3 Trip-3 9:10 9:40 30

Site-3 Trip-4 9:50 10:20 40

 
create 120 solutions for that instance, all of them are feasible 
as shown in Table-IV. The best sequence of trips with 
minimum waiting time at the depot is shown in Table-III. 

The algorithm is able to assign the minimum number of 
trucks to the sites and minimizes the trucks waiting time at 
the depot. These steps have a direct impact on achieving the 
desired objective of maximizing the number of sites to be 
serviced. In addition to that objective, it is interesting to note 
that the algorithm is able also to achieve trucks no-waiting 
time at the sites during the unloading phase as shown in Fig. 
3. All the mentioned objectives are solved by the priority 
algorithm in polynomial time. 

The minimum numbers of trucks found by the priority 
algorithm to solve the three instances were 4, 5, and 9 
number of trucks for the problem instances 1,2, and 3 with 
total truck waiting time of 10, 40, and 0 min at the depot for 
the three instances respectively. 
 

 

 

Figure 3: The figure is a graph representation of the best feasible solution given in Table II and found by the Priority algorithm for the problem instance-1, 
where each arc represents complete trip duration per site including the RMC loading, hauling, unloading and returning phases. The best sequence of trips is
( 3 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 ) with minimum waiting time at the depot equal 10 min reported at the time 9:40 when sites 2 and 3 trucks share the same time slot for
their next trip loading phase which results in a delay of 10 min  for the truck services the site 3 based on the priority principle. 
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TABLE III: THE TABLE REPRESENTS BEST FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
FOUND BY THE PRIORITY ALGORITHM FOR THE PROBLEM 

INSTANCE-2. THE BEST SEQUENCE IS ( 3 2 1 5 4 3 5 2 4 1 3 5 4 2 5 3 
1 4 5 2 3 4 1 2 1 ) WITH MINIMUM WAITING TIME 40 MIN. 

Site Trip Start End Delivery 

Site-1 Trip-1 8:30 9:40 10 

Site-1 Trip-2 9:40 10:50 20 

Site-1 Trip-3 10:50 12:00 30 

Site-1 Trip-4 12:00 13:10 40 

Site-1 Trip-5 13:10 14:20 50 

Site-2 Trip-1 8:20 9:20 10 

Site-2 Trip-2 9:20 10:20 20 

Site-2 Trip-3 10:20 11:20 30 

Site-2 Trip-4 11:20 12:20 40 

Site-2 Trip-5 12:20 13:20 50 

Site-3 Trip-1 8:10 9:00 10 

Site-3 Trip-2 9:00 9:50 20 

Site-3 Trip-3 9:50 10:40 30 

Site-3 Trip-4 10:40 11:30 40 

Site-3 Trip-5 11:30 12:20 50 

Site-4 Trip-1 8:50 9:30 10 

Site-4 Trip-2 9:30 10:10 20 

Site-4 Trip-3 10:10 10:50 30 

Site-4 Trip-4 11:00 11:40 40 

Site-4 Trip-5 11:40 12:20 50 

Site-5 Trip-1 8:40 9:10 10 

Site-5 Trip-2 9:10 9:40 20 

Site-5 Trip-3 10:00 10:30 30 

Site-5 Trip-4 10:30 11:00 40 

Site-5 Trip-5 11:10 11:40 50 

 
The priority algorithm performance as given in Table IV 

shows high feasibility rate and low computational time cost 
to find the solution. The algorithm ability to meet the 
desired objective of maximizing the number of sites to be 
serviced is best evident from instance-3 as shown in Table 
V with zero waiting time. In instance-3 we are given a depot 
productivity of 90 m3/h and 9 sites need to be serviced. The 
average running time of the priority algorithm to find the 
best sequence of trips for that instance is 1.908 seconds with 
feasibility rate of 100%, that is, the priority algorithm 
creates 362880 possible solutions, all of them are feasible. 
 

TABLE IV: THE TABLE SHOWS THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
PRIORITY ALGORITHM USING 2.3 GHZ CPU. 

Instance Sites Total Solutions 
Created by Alg. Feasibility % Runtime

(Sec.) 
Instance-1 3 6 100 0.0556

Instance-2 5 120 100 0.0722

Instance-3 9 362880 100 1.908

TABLE V. THE TABLE REPRESENTS BEST FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
FOUND BY THE PRIORITY ALGORITHM FOR THE PROBLEM 

INSTANCE-3. THE BEST SEQUENCE OF TRIPS IS ( 1 2 3 7 5 8 9 4 6 7 
8 9 1 3 5 2 8 9 7 6 4 8 9 5 7 3 1 2 6 4 5 3 6 1 2 4 ) WITH MINIMUM 

WAITING TIME 0 MIN. 

Site Trip Start End Delivery 

Site-1 Trip-1 8:06 9:08 10 

Site-1 Trip-2 9:08 10:10 20 

Site-1 Trip-3 10:10 11:12 30 

Site-1 Trip-4 11:12 12:14 40 

Site-2 Trip-1 8:12 9:14 10 

Site-2 Trip-2 9:14 10:16 20 

Site-2 Trip-3 10:16 11:18 30 

Site-2 Trip-4 11:18 12:20 40 

Site-3 Trip-1 8:18 9:10 10 

Site-3 Trip-2 9:10 10:02 20 

Site-3 Trip-3 10:02 10:54 30 

Site-3 Trip-4 10:54 11:46 40 

Site-4 Trip-1 8:48 9:40 10 

Site-4 Trip-2 9:40 10:32 20 

Site-4 Trip-3 10:32 11:24 30 

Site-4 Trip-4 11:24 12:16 40 

Site-5 Trip-1 8:30 9:12 10 

Site-5 Trip-2 9:12 9:54 20 

Site-5 Trip-3 9:54 10:36 30 

Site-5 Trip-4 10:36 11:18 40 

Site-6 Trip-1 8:54 9:36 10 

Site-6 Trip-2 9:36 10:18 20 

Site-6 Trip-3 10:18 11:00 30 

Site-6 Trip-4 11:00 11:42 40 

Site-7 Trip-1 8:24 8:56 10 

Site-7 Trip-2 8:56 9:28 20 

Site-7 Trip-3 9:28 10:00 30 

Site-7 Trip-4 10:00 10:32 40 

Site-8 Trip-1 8:36 8:58 10 

Site-8 Trip-2 8:58 9:20 20 

Site-8 Trip-3 9:20 9:42 30 

Site-8 Trip-4 9:42 10:04 40 

Site-9 Trip-1 8:42 9:04 10 

Site-9 Trip-2 9:04 9:26 20 

Site-9 Trip-3 9:26 9:48 30 

Site-9 Trip-4 9:48 10:10 40 
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VI.     CONCLUSION 

The priority principle is proposed as a decision making 
rule in optimizing the RMC truck dispatching problem. 
Different problem instances ranging from small to large are 
used to evaluate our proposed approach. The experimental 
results reflect the priority algorithm ability to find optimum 
solution in terms of high feasibility, short time and low 
design complexity; however, our approach is not restricted 
to current objective function nor current domain, it can be 
extended to similar routing and scheduling problems in 
relative domains. More work is needed to generalize our 
algorithm and extend its potential to the other combinatorial 
optimization problems. 
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